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HeroCard Cyberspace is two games in one. The first is the basic HeroCard engine, a 
card-dueling game. The second is a game of cybernetic hacking that uses HeroCard to 
resolve conflicts within the game.

The first section (Quick Start) of the following rules is an overview of HeroCard. If you 
already know how to play HeroCard, you can skip the first section and go directly to the 
next section.  

The second section (Board Game) covers the rules of the board game element of 
Cyberspace.

The final section (Core Rules) covers the expanded HeroCard rules as well as a glossary 
of terms used in the rule book.
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HeroCard Overview
In HeroCard, each player takes on the identity of a Hero and uses his or her Action Deck 
to battle against other Heroes. Each HeroCard deck includes three Attribute cards, which 
represent the capabilities of your Hero, and a deck of Action Cards, which you use to 
duel your opponent. 

Your goal is to launch successful attacks against your opponent while defending against 
his or her attacks. You attack and defend by playing Action Cards. 

Getting Started
Select your Hero, and familiarize yourself with your Attribute and Action Cards. Then, set 
up your play area as shown below.

Note: Your Attribute Stacks are empty at the beginning of game play, since you have not 
played any cards yet.

Playing
Attributes/Action Cost

Each Character’s Body, Mind and Attribute X Cards list his or her Attribute scores. These 
limit the cards you can play. Each Action Card has an associated Action Cost in B, M or X. 
The combined Action Cost of all the cards you have in play must be equal to or less than 
your Character’s corresponding Attribute score. These Attribute points remain expended 
until you clear some or all of your in-play cards.

Action Type: Each Action Card lists an Action Type, which determines when you can play 
the card. 

The Action Types are:

Fast: Play as many as you 
have free Attribute points for 
on any player’s Action Phase.
Restricted: Play as many as 
you have free Attribute points 
for on your own Action Phase 
only.
Exclusive: You can play only 
one Exclusive action per turn 
(even if you have enough 
Attribute points to play more), 
only on your own turn during 
your Action Phase. 

Sets: You can play your Action 
Cards one at a time, or you 
can play certain cards together 
as a set. Whether you play 
cards singly or in a set, you 
must let your opponent 
respond before playing more 
cards.

Attribute Cards

Action Deck

Attribute Stacks

Body

Mind

Attribute X

Discard Stack

FAST: BASE BLOCK

Smart Drink

4

4

FAST: BASE BLOCK

Airswipe

5

44

EXCLUSIVE: BASE ATTACK

Diamond Nails

4

44

Sinner

6 Harmonic Medicine

Sinner

Prima Donna

8

1�

Contact Dancing

8
Sinner

1�

Layout of your play area.
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Four Phases of a Turn
There are four phases to every turn. Complete them in the following order: Discard, 
Draw, Clear, Action. 

Discard: Discard as many cards as you wish, placing them face up on your discard 
stack.

Draw: Draw up to three cards from the top of your Action Deck. Do not exceed seven 
cards in your hand. If your Action Deck runs out of cards, shuffle your discard stack, 
place it face down and continue drawing Action Cards from the top.

Clear: Remove up to three cards from your Attribute Stacks and place them in your 
discard stack (see Action, below, on placing cards into your Attribute Stacks). This frees 
up the Attribute points those cards cost to play. If you have more than three cards in 
your Attribute Stacks, the Attribute points for any uncleared cards remain spent, but 
the cards have no further effect on the game. Always clear the top card from a given 
Attribute Stack (i.e., the most recently-played card) first. 

Some cards allow you to clear outside of your clear phase. Reduce the current attack or 
block value by the appropriate amount, if applicable. Other immediate effects remain.

Action: Attack, block, and play other Action Cards. Observe the rules for attacking and 
blocking below, as well as the Action Type rules and any restrictions listed on the card. 

Refreshing your Hand: Forego your Action Phase to refresh your hand. Discard all of 
the cards in your hand and draw the same number. When you refresh, you can not play 
any cards or take any other Actions of any kind.

Attacking
On your turn, you can attack during your Action Phase. You can play Base Attacks, 
Attack Modifiers (Mods), and Special Attacks.

Base Attacks (generally Exclusive): Play only one Base Attack on your Action 
Phase. Each Base Attack card shows a number representing the strength of the 
attack.
Attack Mods (Fast): Play as many Attack Mods as your available Attribute points 
allow. Attack Mods increase the value of a Base Attack, so you must play a Base 
Attack either before or in a set with your Attack Mod(s). You can play multiple 

Reading an action card.

FAST: ATTACK MOD

Synaptic Shock

+4

4

Title
Type 
Icon

Action 
Type

Action 
Cost

Text 
Area

Reading an attribute card.

8

1� Subdermal Stimpack

Bouncer

Hero 
Points

Hero Name

Title

Attribute 
Score
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Attack Mods provided you have played a single Base Attack in the current Attack 
Sequence. Each Attack Mod shows a number representing the points it adds to a 
Base Attack.
Special Attacks (Fast or Restricted): Play as many Special Attacks as your 
available Attribute points allow. 

Attack Sequence: An Attack Sequence begins when you play a Base Attack, and 
includes all attack, block and other Action Cards you and your opponent(s) play in the 
course of resolving that attack. A card played during the current Attack Sequence is 
considered “Active” until the end of that Attack Sequence. Normally there is only one 
Attack Sequence per Action Phase, but there are card that allow you to play more than 
one Base Attack per Action Phase. Attack and block cards apply only to the Attack 
Sequence in which they are played.

To attack, select your Base Attack and any Attack Mods. The total Action Cost of the 
cards may not exceed your Hero’s Attribute scores. Place the cards face up to the right 
of their corresponding Attribute Card, with the Action Cost of each card visible, and with 
the most recently played card on top. Announce the total value of your attack. Allow 
your opponent to play blocking cards. You can continue your attack with more Action 
Cards up to your Attribute limits. The Attack Sequence ends when all players pass. At 
the end of the Attack Sequence, if your total attack value exceeds your opponent’s total 
block value, your attack is successful.

Blocking 
On your opponent’s turn, defend against his or her attacks. You can play Base Blocks, 
Block Modifiers (Mods), and Special Blocks.

Base Blocks (Fast): When your opponent attacks, play as many Base Blocks as 
your available Attribute points allow. Each Base Block card shows a number 
representing the strength of the block. If you play more than one Base Block, 
add the block values together.
Block Mods (Fast): Play as many Block Mods as your available Attribute points 
allow. Block Mods increase the value of a Base Block, so you must play a Base 
Block either before or in a set with your Block Mod(s). You can play multiple 
Block Mods provided you have played at least one Base Block in the current 
Attack Sequence. Each Block Mod card shows a number representing the points 
it adds to a Base Block.
Special Blocks (Fast): Play as many Special Blocks as your available Attribute 
points allow. 

To block, select your Base Block(s) and any Block Mods. The total Action Cost of the 
cards may not exceed your Hero’s Attribute scores. Your current block value must equal 
or exceed your opponent’s current attack value, or the attack is successful. Place the 
cards face up to the right of their corresponding Attribute card, with the Action Cost of 
each card visible, and with the most recently played card on top. Announce the total 
value of your block. Your opponent may increase the attack by playing additional attack 
cards. The Attack Sequences ends when all players pass. At the end of the Attack 
Sequence, if your total block value equals or exceeds your opponent’s total attack value, 
the attack fails.
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Players: 2 to 4
Time: 90 minutes
Ages: 13 and up

Components

12 Attribute Cards and 80 Action Cards
24 Network Tiles
12 Avatar Pawns
12 triangular Access Tokens
12 round Program Tokens
4 Program Menu Cards
4 Reference Cards
Rule Booklet

Overview
In Cyberspace, you’re a hacker and your goal is to build 
and control networks. You use computer programs to 
build and rearrange network connections, create and control Avatars to represent you, 
construct links to help you move through cyberspace and build firewalls to keep others 
out. You even hack other Avatars! Whoever secures the most complete networks at the 
end of the game wins.

As with all HeroCard board games, in Cyberspace you battle your opponents using the 
HeroCard dueling system. You use your Action Deck to attack and defend against other 
Avatars. You can also create your own Heroes by mixing and matching Attribute and 
Action Cards. In this game, Attribute X represents genetic engineering, so this Attribute 
is called Gene X. Refer to the HeroCard Core Rules for complete rules.

In Cyberspace, you build the game board as you play. On your turn, you can place 
Network Tiles into the play area, laying them down in connecting patterns to form 
networks. The game board grows before you as players place more tiles. 

Once networks are established, you attempt to expand and control them. Your objective 
is to keep your opponents out of networks you occupy. You can place your Avatars into 
networks and use your HeroCard Action Deck to attack and fend off opponents’ Avatars. 
You can travel to distant networks over Links, and you can secure your servers behind 
Firewalls. You can even rearrange the Network Tiles.

1� �
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Game Setup
To set up the play area, clear a playing surface about three feet by three feet. Shuffle 
the Network Tiles and stack them face down. Draw the top two tiles, and place them 
face up on either side of the stack, as shown above. 

Network Tiles represent portions of the networks you and your opponents can build. As 
you play, you’ll place the tiles into the play area, building the game board as you go. 
We’ll explain how to place the tiles in Probing Cyberspace, below. 

Pick a Hero and corresponding Action Deck. Each Cyberspace hero requires a 
different level of HeroCard experience, so choose the one best suited to you.

Lay out your Body (B), Mind (M) and Gene X (X) Attribute Cards, Action Deck, discard 
area and Attribute Stacks in front of you, as described in the HeroCard Core Rules. Take 
the Avatar Pawns, Access Tokens and Program Tokens that match your Hero. Also take a 
Program Menu Card and a Reference Card. Place your Program Menu next to your card 
setup, and place your three Program Tokens on the “Idle” circles. Keep your Reference 
Card handy so you can review rules and procedures during the game.

Shuffle your Action Deck and draw 7 cards. This is your opening hand of cards.

Randomly determine who starts. Begin play, with turns proceeding in a clockwise 
direction. If there are four players, the players across from each other are usually on the 
same team (refer to the Variants heading at the end of the Board Game section).

1 stack face down and � tiles face up. After drawing a face up tile, replace it.

Bouncer 
(Beginner level) 
Keep the pressure 
on! Attack, attack, 
attack.

Sinner 
(Beginner level) 

Break their hearts. 
Get cards out of 

their hands before 
they can use 

them.

Bioengineer 
(Advanced level) 
Analyze their 
weakness. Disable 
attributes and 
manipulate cards.

Cryptomancer 
(Advanced level) 

Execute a devious 
plan. Play secret 

cards.
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Playing the Game
On your turn, build and occupy networks, attempt to control them by attacking 
other Avatars who enter, and control access by building Firewalls and Links. On your 
opponent’s turn, he or she will do the same; you must defend against his or her attacks 
against your Avatars.

Continue playing until a player draws the last Network Tile from the face-down stack. 
After taking one final turn, each player tallies his or her score and a winner is declared! 
See Ending the Game, below, for details on scoring.

Taking a Turn
Just as in a HeroCard duel, there are four phases to every turn. Complete the phases in 
the following order: Discard, Draw, Clear, Action. For detailed instructions on Discarding, 
Drawing or Clearing, please refer to the HeroCard Core Rules. In Cyberspace, you can 
take a variety of different Actions during your Action Phase, as described below. 

Action Phase
On your Action Phase you can execute programs to build and modify networks. You can 
also play cards from your HeroCard Action Deck to attack opposing Avatars, Links and 
Firewalls. Or, if your position appears hopeless, you can reboot. Each Action is described 
in detail in the sections that follow.

Executing Programs: You can execute up to three programs per turn. These can be 
three different programs, a single program multiple times per turn, or any combination 
up to a total of three. You can execute programs in any order. The programs are:

Probe:  Attach a Network Tile to the board.
Spawn:  Place an Avatar on the board.
Login:  Move your Avatar through connected Network Tiles.
Link:  Place an Access Token that allows any Avatar to move 

between separate networks. 
Firewall:  Place an Access Token on a connection that prevents any 

Avatar from logging in or hacking through this connection. 
Remap: Reattach a Network Tile.

Your Program Menu shows the programs you can execute. During your Clear Phase, 
move all of your Program Tokens back to the Idle circles on the card. When you execute 
a program, move a Program Token to the appropriate program circle on the card. If you 
execute the same program more than once in a turn, stack the Program Tokens on top 
of the appropriate program circle. The programs you can execute are described in the 
sections that follow.

Clients Servers
A tile has an interior node  
and exterior connections.

Connection Connection
Node
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Playing Action Cards: You can play any valid Action Cards from your HeroCard Action 
Deck. If you choose to attack, you can target any Avatar, a Firewall, or a Link adjacent 
to one of your Avatars on the board:

Hack an Avatar:  Clear and execute an opponent’s programs.
Destroy a Firewall: Remove a Firewall Access Token from the board.
Destroy a Link: Remove a Link Access Token from the board.

In a standard HeroCard duel, if you succeed at an attack, you earn a Victory Point. 
But in Cyberspace, you do not directly earn points from a successful attack; instead, a 
successful attack hacks an Avatar, destroys a firewall, or destroys a link. 

Programs and Cards: You can intersperse executing programs and playing cards, 
taking these actions in any order, so long as you execute no more than three programs 
in a single turn. Remember you can only play Restricted cards on your turn, and you can 
only play a single Exclusive card on your turn. For details, refer to the HeroCard Core 
Rules. 

Rebooting: You can skip your normal Action Phase to reboot. You can remove all your 
Avatars from the board, refresh your hand, and clear any of the cards on your Attribute 
Stacks. If you reboot, you can neither execute programs nor play cards on this turn.

Probing Cyberspace
You execute the Probe program to add Network Tiles to the board. Draw a tile from the 
face-down tile stack, or select one of the face-up tiles next to the stack. Place the tile 
into the play area. If you used a face-up tile, replace it with a tile from the face-down 
stack, as shown on page 6.

Placing a Tile: Each tile has a node in the center which represents a client or server 
computer. A client is depicted as a circle; a server is depicted as a star. Each tile has one, 
two or three connections leading from the node to the edge of the tile. 

If you place the first tile of the game, place it in the center of the play area, leaving one 
to two feet of clear table space all around it. 

Players must attach all subsequent tiles so that at least one side is adjacent to one side 
of an existing tile. The adjoining sides of the tiles must match. When you attach a new 
tile, you must either orient it so that a side with a connection adjoins an existing side 
with a connection, or so that a side with no connection adjoins one with no connection, 
as shown below.

Closing a Network: An open connection is one that does not adjoin another tile. If 
a network has no open connections, that network is closed, and you can add no more 

OK OK Invalid

Touching sides must match.

Open Closed

Closing all connections closes a network.
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connections to it (although you can place tiles adjoining it, blank side to blank side). 
Ports and Links, explained below, are not open connections. 

Unplayable Tiles: If a Network Tile cannot be played, the tile remains face-up beside 
the tile stack. Continue to draw and attach tiles from the stack as usual, with the 
unplayable one remaining beside the stack, until this tile can be played. As soon as the 
tile can be played, any player may do so on his or her turn.

Unplayable Areas: If the Network Tiles reach the edge of the play area, you can not 
play further tiles in that area. Do not shift the tiles to make additional room. However, 
you may move game objects from the play area to make room for new tiles.

Spawning an Avatar
You execute the Spawn program to place an Avatar on the board. If you currently have 
no Avatars on the board, simply place your Avatar on any empty client. 

If you have one or more Avatars on the board, each of these Avatars must login to a 
server node before spawning another Avatar. Once all your Avatars are on servers, you 
may place a new Avatar on any empty client in the same network as one of your existing 
Avatars. If there are no empty clients available, you may not spawn an Avatar in that 
network. You have three Avatars, which you may spawn.

Logging In to a Node
You execute the Login program to move your Avatar around the board. Move, or login, 
your Avatar from node to node through network connections and links. You may login 
through any number of nodes, so long as they are connected and empty.

You may not login through a connection that does not adjoin another tile. You may not 
move into or through an occupied node, even if your own Avatar occupies the node.
You must stop moving to perform any other Actions, such as executing a different 

Login to any connected node. To login, the node must be empty.

OK Invalid

To spawn no avatar may be on a client. Spawn on any client in the same net.
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program or playing a card. To move again on the same turn, you must execute the Login 
program again. 

Linking to a Port
You execute the Link program to create virtual connections that allow you to move your 
Avatar between separate networks. Each client with a single connection has a port; you 
may place a Link on this port. When you create two or more Links, you can move your 
Avatar from one network to another through these clients, as if they were adjacent.

To create a Link, place an Access Token (lying down like a slice of pie) on a port that 
does not already have a Link. You can only login between Links of the same color, so 
to connect a Link, you must execute the Link program again and place another Access 
Token on a different port. You have three Access Tokens, so you can place Links on up 
to three ports. 

Any Avatar can login freely between Links of the same color, as if they were adjacent to 
each other. The Avatar’s color need not match the color of the Link tokens.

To move a Link, you may execute the Link program again and move any of your existing 
Links to a new location. To remove your own Link, you may destroy it by attacking it 
(see Destroying a Link, below).

Building a Firewall
You execute the Firewall program to block Avatars from moving and attacking through 
network connections. To build a Firewall, place an Access Token (standing up like a 
pyramid) on a connection. Because one of the tiles may be remapped, place the Firewall 
on exactly one tile. This disconnects the nodes on either side of the Firewall. No Avatars, 
including yours, may move or attack through a Firewall. 

To link, the port must be empty. Login through any pair of links.

OK Invalid

To place a firewall,  
the connection must be empty.

An avatar may not login or  
hack through a firewall.

OK Invalid
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To move a Firewall, you may execute the Firewall program again and move any of your 
existing Firewalls to a new location. To remove your own Firewall, you may destroy it by 
attacking it (see Destroying a Firewall, below).

Remapping a Network
You execute the Remap program to rearrange a board tile. You may only move a tile that 
touches exactly one other tile, which is called a pendant tile. 

To remap network topology, move any pendant tile to any other valid position on the 
board (remember, adjoining sides of the tile must match). Each time you execute the 
Remap program, you may move one tile. Any game pieces occupying the tile you move 
(Avatars, Links, or Firewalls) remain on the moved tile. 

If you cannot move the tile to a valid location, you must cancel the Remap program. 
This does not count against your limit of three programs per turn. If you execute Remap 
multiple times in one turn, you must complete each move before starting the next.

Playing Action Cards
During your Action Phase, you can play Action Cards from your hand in addition to 
executing programs. You can attack an opponent’s Avatar to temporarily take control of 
it. You can also attack a Firewall or Link to destroy them. To make an attack, your Avatar 
must be adjacent to your target. The attacks you can make are described in detail 
below.

Except for a Base Attack, you can also play valid Action Cards. You may target any player 
with this card, even if his or her Avatar is not adjacent to yours. For a Base Attack, you 
must be adjacent.

Hacking an Avatar: You can attack any opponent’s Avatar that occupies an adjacent 
node. If your Avatar occupies a Linked node, you can attack an Avatar occupying 

Only a pendant tile may be remapped.

Hackers must be adjacent.
If Bouncer hacks Sinner,  

only Sinner pieces may be affected.

Attach the remapped tile anywhere.
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a Linked node of the same color. If a Link is destroyed during an attack, the Link is 
disconnected after the Attack Sequence is resolved. 

To attack, play your Base Attack (and Attack Mods, if desired). Your opponent can play 
cards to defend, and the duel proceeds as described in the HeroCard Core Rules. 

If your attack is successful, you hijack your target’s session. Choose up to three of your 
target’s programs to execute. These hijacked programs affect your target’s game pieces 
(or the Network Tiles), not your own. You may execute whichever three programs you 
wish, placing and moving your target’s Avatars, Firewalls and Links at will. 

When you hijack a session, you must immediately execute your target’s programs before 
proceeding with the rest of your turn. You may not play cards or execute your own 
programs during the hijacked session. Once the hijacked session is over, you may play 
cards or execute your own programs as normal.

Destroying a Firewall or Link: You can attack any Firewall or Link adjacent to your 
Avatar. Since Links of the same color are considered adjacent, you can attack any Link 
of the same color as the one to which your Avatar is adjacent. If successful, you destroy 
the Firewall or Link; remove it from the board and return it to its owner. In the case of a 
Link, you destroy the single Link you targeted; all other Links of the same color remain 
on the board.

To attack, play your Base Attack (and Attack Mods, if desired). The player who owns 
the Firewall or Link can play cards to defend, and the duel proceeds as described in the 
HeroCard Core Rules. To destroy your own Firewall or Link, simply play a Base Attack 
and decline to defend. 

Sometimes remapping tiles can cause two Firewalls to occupy a single connection. If 
two Firewalls occupy a single connection, an attack on either Firewall affects both. The 
owners of both Firewalls may defend; the block values of the cards they play are added 
together.

Rebooting
You can skip the Action phase in your turn to reboot. While rebooting, you may remove 
any number of your Avatars from the board. You may not remove Links or Firewalls. You 
may clear some or all of the Action Cards from your Attribute Stacks. Each card that is 
cleared must be at the top of its Attribute Stack. In addition, you may discard your entire 
hand and draw a new hand of seven cards. You may choose any or all of these options, 
but you may not execute any programs or play any cards while rebooting. 

If you remove all your Avatars during reboot, when spawn your next Avatar, you can 
place it on any empty client in any network. For details, see Spawning an Avatar, above.

If you destroy a link, remove any  
single link of that color.

If you destroy a firewall, remove all  
firewalls on a single connection.
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Ending the Game
When someone draws the last Network Tile from the face-down stack, the scoring round 
starts. Beginning with the next player, each player takes one final turn. So, if you 
empty the face-down stack of tiles, there will be one final round, in which you will get 
the final turn. On each player’s last turn, he or she tallies their score. When all players 
have tallied their scores, the player with the most points wins.

To tally your score, calculate how many points each network is worth, then how 
many points (if any) you earn for that network. You also receive bonus points for any 
programs you do not execute during your final turn. Add your network points and bonus 
program points to get your final score.

Follow the steps below to determine your score:

Step 1. Calculate how many points a network is worth:

1. Disregard all Access Tokens. Links do not extend the size of a network, 
and Firewalls do not decrease the size.

2. If the network has no servers, it is worth zero points.
3. In a network with a server, count the number of empty clients in the 

network. Exclude servers from this count. This is the network’s base 
score.

4. Determine whether the network is open or closed. If the network is 
closed, it gets three bonus points.

5. Add base score and any bonus points. This is the network’s total score.

Example: A) A network with no server scores zero points. B) A network with no Avatar 
on a server scores zero points. C) A network with two empty clients scores two points. 
D) A closed network with two empty clients scores five points (two points for empty 
clients plus three bonus points for a closed network).

Step �. Determine how many points you earn for the network:

Count the number of servers that your Avatars occupy in the network.

· If your Avatars occupy no servers in the network, you earn zero points. 
· If your Avatars occupy the same number of servers as or more servers 

than any other player in the network, you earn the full point score for 
that network.

· If your Avatars occupy fewer servers than any player in the network (but 
you still have at least one Avatar on a server in the network) you earn 
half of the point score for that network, rounded down. 

Example: A closed network has four 
empty clients and two servers, one 
occupied by Bouncer and another 
occupied by Cryptomancer. When 
Bouncer tallies his score at the end of 
his final turn, he scores the full seven 
points (four points for empty clients 
plus three bonus points for a closed 
network).

Drawing the last face down tile  
starts the scoring round.
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Step �. Note how many programs you did not execute during your final turn. You earn 
one bonus point for each program you did not execute. 

Step �. Add points you earned from networks to any bonus program points. The total is 
your final score.

After all players have finished their final turns and tallied their scores, the player with the 
most points wins. In the event of a tie:

· The tied player with the most unexecuted programs at the end of all final 
turns wins. 

· If there is still a tie, the tied player with the fewest expended Attribute 
Points wins.

· If there is still a tie, the game is a draw.

Strategy Tips
Here are few tips that may help develop your strategy:

· Spawn early in the game. With more avatars you can score more 
networks.

· Plan ahead. If you cannot do what you want this turn, then execute 
programs that make your goal easier to achieve during your next turn.

· Before hacking, think through the purpose and execution of your session 
hijacking.

· If you lack strong attacks or plenty of action points and your target 
appears resilient, cull your hand to attack next turn.

· You only score at the end, so analyze your network’s security often. 
Likewise, look for weaknesses in your opponents’ networks.

· Minimize the number of servers and connections in your own network. 
Likewise, maximize the servers and connections in opponents’ networks.

· Secure your network by creating a hexagonal arrangement of tiles, which 
ensures that no tile in the network is pendant.

· Use links and firewalls preemptively to prevent other players from placing 
their own links and firewalls there.

· If your position is hopeless in the midgame, reboot and spawn 
somewhere else on the next turn.

· Occupy any valuable server before the last couple of rounds.
· Only start the scoring round if you are sure that no one can catch up.
· In the scoring round, plan on defending against other players that go 

after you.

All tied players score a tied network.

A scores 0.

B scores 0.

C scores �.

D scores �.

E scores �.
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Variants
After you have played Cyberspace a few times, you may enjoy some of the following 
variants.

Teams (� players): Four players can form two two-person teams. At the end of the 
game, add partners’ individual scores together to get the team score.

Partners sit opposite each other. They do not pool their Avatars or Access Tokens, nor 
can they execute each other’s programs or manipulate each other’s game pieces in 
any way. Partners cannot reveal or discuss the cards in their hands, and can only state 
a preference for attacking or blocking on any given turn. Partners can not voluntarily 
attack each other.

Assistance (� or � players): In a three or four person game, you may play cards to 
assist the losing side of an attack. When a player attacks an opponent, any other player 
may play a valid Fast Action Card to assist the losing side of the conflict. Starting with 
the player to the left of the attacking player and proceeding clockwise, each player in 
turn gets the opportunity to assist. The player may assist the losing side at the time their 
turn comes up, or he or she may pass. 

Example: In a four-person game, player one attacks player three, who is seated across 
the table. Before player three responds, player two, seated immediately to the left of 
player one, can assist player three (who is losing at this point) or pass. Player three 
then plays defense cards. Player four can then assist whoever is losing at this time, 
as determined by whether player three’s defense is stronger or weaker than player 
one’s attack. Play then returns to player one, and the cycle is repeated until the Attack 
Sequence ends.

Once you assist one side of a conflict, you may not switch sides. For example, if you 
assist an attacker by playing an Attack Mod, you may not then play a Block Mod to assist 
the defender in the same duel.

Bit Duels: Remove the HeroCard Action Decks from the game. Instead of card dueling, 
flip a coin. If the coin lands heads, the attack is successful; otherwise if it lands tails, the 
attack fails. All results of a successful attack remain the same. A player may only initiate 
one bit duel per turn. 

This variant is faster and simpler than dueling with Action Cards. You may wish to try 
this variant when first learning to play Cyberspace.

Handicap: In a game that includes both beginner and expert players, the expert 
player(s) receive two Avatars instead of three.

Engineering Puzzle (1 player): Set up the tiles only. Set aside all the other game 
pieces. Execute as many probe and remap programs as you like, but use no other 
programs or actions. When you are done, score one point for each client and server in 
the largest network. If the largest network is closed, then add three points.

For rules updates and news, please visit us online at www.TableStarGames.com
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HeroCard Dueling Rules
Game Overview
In HeroCard, each player takes on the identity of a character, called a Hero, and uses his 
or her Action Deck to battle against other Heroes. Heroes come from a variety of genres: 
you might play a Japanese samurai, a starship commander, a cyberspace hacker, or one 
of many other Heroes. Each Hero and associated Action Deck is unique – and you can 
even mix and match cards to further customize your own Hero and deck!

HeroCard takes only a few minutes to learn and is easy to play. Your HeroCard Action 
Deck contains everything you need to face other Heroes in battle. 

Game Materials
Your HeroCard deck contains three Attribute Cards, which represent the capabilities of 
the Hero you are playing. In addition, your deck has a variety of Action Cards, which you 
use to attack, block, and strategize as your Hero. Each card describes how you can use 
it, so game play proceeds smoothly and quickly.

Getting Started
 
Game Setup
Each player picks a Hero. A Hero includes three Attribute Cards, which correspond 
to that Hero’s strengths and weaknesses, and a twenty- to thirty-card Action Deck 
representing what that Hero can do in battle.
 
To set up your play area, lay out your cards as shown below.

Place your three Attribute 
Cards in a column, with the 
Body (B) card at the top, the 
Mind (M) card in the middle, 
and the Attribute X (X) card 
at the bottom. (Don’t worry, 
we’ll explain the B, M and X 
Attributes and how to use them 
below.)

As you play your Action Cards, 
you’ll place them face up to 
the right of the Attribute Cards 
in piles called Attribute Stacks. 
When you start the game, this 
area is empty, since you have 
not yet played any Action Cards.

Place your Action Deck to the 
left of your play area. When you 
discard cards during game play, 
put them in a face-up Discard
Stack near your Action Deck. 

Attribute Cards

Action Deck

Attribute Stacks

Body

Mind

Attribute X

Discard Stack

FAST: BASE BLOCK

Smart Drink

4

4

FAST: BASE BLOCK

Airswipe

5

44

EXCLUSIVE: BASE ATTACK

Diamond Nails

4

44

Sinner

6 Harmonic Medicine

Sinner

Prima Donna

8

1�

Contact Dancing

8
Sinner

1�

Layout of your play area.
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Dueling Overview 
As your Hero, your goal is to attack your opponent in duels and overcome his or her 
defenses. You must also defend yourself your opponent(s)’ attacks. 

Your attacks and defenses are limited by your Attributes. Each Hero has Body (B), Mind 
(M) and Attribute X (X) Attribute scores. What is the Attribute X? It’s an Attribute that 
changes depending on the genre of your Hero. If you’re playing a Cyberspace hacker, it 
represents Gene X; if you’re taking on the Galaxy as a starship commander, it stands for 
Xenoscience. Check your rules to see which Attribute X your Hero has.

You attack and defend by playing Action Cards. Each Action Card has an associated 
Action Cost in Body, Mind or Attribute X. The combined Action Cost of the cards you 
play must be equal to or less than your Hero’s corresponding Attribute score. Once 
you “spend” Attributes in this way, they remain expended until it’s your turn again. You 
must use strategy and creativity to launch successful attacks while still leaving yourself 
enough free Attributes to defend when it’s your opponent’s turn! 

You win a duel by mounting an attack that is stronger than the defenses your opponent 
can muster. 

Taking a Turn
The Four Phases of Game Play
There are four phases to every turn. Complete the phases in the following order:

 1. Discard: Discard unwanted cards from your hand.
 2. Draw: Draw up to three cards.
 3. Clear: Remove up to three cards from your Attribute Stacks.
 4. Action: Attack, and otherwise affect the game by playing Action Cards.

Discarding
Begin your turn by discarding as many cards from your hand as you wish. Place your 
discarded cards face up on your discard Stack.

Drawing
Next, draw up to three cards from the top of your Action Deck, adding them to your 
hand. You may never hold more than seven cards in your hand at any time. 

Note: If your Action Deck runs out of cards, shuffle your Discard Stack, place it face 
down in your draw area, and continue drawing Action Cards from the top.

Clearing
As you play Action Cards, you place them next to your Attribute Cards in Attribute 
Stacks. You’ll place each Action Card to the right of the Attribute Card with which 
it corresponds, on top of any cards you previously played using that Attribute and 
arranged so that the Action Cost of each card remains visible. For example, if an Action 
Card costs 5 Body to play, you’ll place it to the right of your Body (B) Attribute Card, on 
top of any previously-played cards that cost Body.

During your Clear phase, you may remove up to three cards from your Attribute Stacks 
and place them in your discard Stack. When clearing cards from a given stack, you must 
always begin with the top (i.e., most recently-played) card in that stack.

Note: If you take the first turn in the game, you won’t need to clear, since you haven’t 
played any cards yet.
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If you have more than three cards in your Attribute Stacks, you won’t be able to clear 
them all. The Attribute points for any uncleared cards remain spent, but the cards 
themselves have no further effect on the game. They simply tie up your Attribute points 
until you’re able to clear them.

Some Action Cards allow you to clear cards at times other than during your clear phase. 
If the cleared card is part of a current attack or block, the attack or block value is 
reduced by the appropriate amount. If the cleared card has an immediate effect, the 
effect remains even though the card is removed from play (unless otherwise specified by 
the clearing card). 

Taking Actions
Now you can play Action Cards. When playing Action Cards, observe the following rules:

Action Cost:
Each Action Card has an associated Action Cost in Body (B), Mind  
(M) or Attribute X (X). The combined Action Cost of all the cards you 
have in play must be equal to or less than your Hero’s corresponding 
Attribute score. These Attribute points remain expended until you clear 
some or all of your in-play cards on your next turn.

Action Type: 
Each Action Card has an Action Type listed on it, which determines when 
you can play the card. There are three Action Types: Fast, Restricted, 
and Exclusive. 
Fast: You can play as many Fast actions as you have free Attribute 
points for on any player’s turn, during the Action Phase. 
Restricted: You can play as many Restricted actions as you have free 
Attribute points for, but only on your own turn during your Action 
Phase. 
Exclusive: You can play only one Exclusive action per turn (even if you 
have enough Attribute points to play more), only on your own turn 
during your Action Phase. 

Playing Sets:
You can play your Action Cards one at a time, but you can also play 
cards simultaneously, as a set. Once you have played a card or card set, 
you must allow your opponent to respond (he or she may play cards or 
pass) before playing more cards. Either approach can be the best choice, 
depending on the situation: playing a set prevents your opponent from 
interfering with your action (for example, he or she might play a card 
that forces you to discard cards in your hand), but playing cards singly 
allows you to conserve cards. For details on which cards can be played 
together as sets, see the “Attacking” and “Blocking” sections, below.

Refreshing your Hand 
Instead of taking an Action Phase, you can refresh your hand. To refresh, discard all 
of the cards in your hand and draw the same number of cards from your Action Deck. 
When you refresh, you forego your Action Phase completely: you can not play any cards 
or take any other Actions of any kind. 
 
Attacking
On your turn, you attempt to mount a successful attack against your opponent. You can 
play Base Attacks, Attack Modifiers (Attack Mods) and Special Attacks. Of course, you 
can also play other cards on your turn provided you follow any limits imposed by the 
Action Type and otherwise specified by the card, and provided you have the available 
Attribute points.
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Base Attacks (generally Exclusive): On your Action Phase, you can play one 
Base Attack. A Base Attack is generally an Exclusive action, so you can only play 
one Base Attack per turn, and only on your own turn (note that there are some 
cards that allow you to play more than one Base Attack per turn). You must also 
have enough available Attribute points to play the card. Each Base Attack card 
shows a numeric value representing the strength of the attack.

Example: The Action Card “Attack from Above” lists Attack 4. This is a 4-point attack.

Attack Mods (Fast): On your Action Phase, you can play as many Attack Mods 
as your available Attribute points allow. Attack Mods add points to the strength of 
a Base Attack, and they can only be played in conjunction with a Base Attack. 
Each Attack Mod card shows a numeric value representing the number of points 
it adds to a Base Attack.

Example: The Action Card “Stone Falls through Water” lists Attack Mod +5. Played in 
conjunction with “Attack from Above”, this card adds 5 points to value of the attack, for 
a total of 9 points.

Special Attacks (Fast or Restricted): On your Action Phase, you can also play 
Special Attacks. Special Attacks may allow you to take actions, force your 
opponent to take actions, or otherwise affect game play. You may play Special 
Attacks as your available Attribute points allow. You must also obey any limits 
imposed by the Action Type and otherwise specified by the card. 

Example: The Action Card “Forfeiture” states, “Target discards one block card.” The 
opponent on whom you play this must discard one block card (any kind of block card, 
whether Base Block, Block Mod or Special Block) from their hand.

The Attack Sequence: When you play a Base Attack, you begin what’s called an Attack 
Sequence. An Attack Sequence includes your Base Attack and any other attack cards, 
block cards, and other cards you and your opponent play in the course of resolving the 
attack. A card played during the current Attack Sequence is considered “Active” until the 
end of that Attack Sequence. Normally, you can only play one Base Attack per Action 
Phase, so there is only one Attack Sequence per Action Phase. However, there are cards 
that allow you to play more than one Base Attack per Action Phase. Playing a new Base 
Attack starts a new Attack Sequence. It is important to note that Base Attacks and 
Attack Mods only apply to the Attack Sequence in which they are played. Once an Attack 
Sequence has ended, these cards have no further effect on the game (remember that 
until cleared, these cards do continue to tie up the Attribute points they cost to play).

Playing Sets: You can play your Base Attack first and then play Attack Mods separately, 
waiting for your opponent to respond to each action you play. Or, you can play your 
Base Attack and one or more Attack Mods simultaneously, as a set. You can only play a 
Base Attack and Attack Mods in a set of attacks; you cannot include Special Attacks or 
any other Action Cards in a set of attacks. Also remember that you must always play an 
Attack Mod at the same time as, or after, a Base Attack during a given Attack Sequence. 
An Attack Mod cannot stand alone.

To Attack
Select the Base Attack and any Attack Mods you wish to play. Compare the total Action 
Cost of the cards to your Hero’s Attribute scores, to be sure you can play the cards. 
Place the Action Cards to the right of the corresponding Attribute Card, on top of any 
cards you previously played using that Attribute. Arrange these Attribute Stacks so that 
the Action Cost of each card remains visible, and the most recently played card is on 
top. This begins the Attack Sequence.
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Announce to your opponent the total value of the attack you are making. 

Your opponent may choose to defend by playing Base Blocks and Block Modifiers. He 
or she will attempt to block a number of points equal to or more than the value of your 
attack. Your opponent may also use other Action Cards as appropriate to prevent your 
attack from succeeding. 

After your opponent plays Blocks, Block Mods or other Special Blocks, you can continue 
your attack by playing more Action Cards, up to your Attribute limits. Your opponent can 
continue to defend, and other players can play appropriate Action Cards as well. The 
Attack Sequence continues until all players pass. 

If your total attack value is higher than your opponent’s total block value, your attack 
succeeds! If your opponent’s block value equals or exceeds your attack value, your 
attack fails.

Spent Attributes
The combined Action Costs of the cards you played during this duel are “spent”. They 
remain spent until you can clear some or all of them on your next turn. 

Blocking
On your opponent’s turn, he or she can attempt to mount an attack against you, as 
above. You can defend by playing Base Blocks, Block Modifiers (Block Mods) and Special 
Blocks. Of course, you can also play other cards on your turn provided you follow any 
limits imposed by the Action Type and otherwise specified by the card, and provided you 
have the available Attribute points.

Base Blocks (Fast): On your opponent’s Action Phase, he or she can attack you 
with a Base Attack plus Attack Mods. You can respond by playing one or more 
Base Blocks. Unlike Base Attacks, you can play as many Base Blocks as your 
available Attribute points allow, adding the value of the Base Blocks together. 
Each Base Block card shows a numeric value representing the strength of the 
block.

Example 1: The Action Card “Unbroken Defense” lists Block 9. This is a 9-point block. 

Example 2: The Action Card “Efficient Block” lists Block 4. This is a 4-point block. 
Provided you have available Attribute points, you can play this card in conjunction with 
“Unbroken Defense.” Together, these two Base Blocks equal a 13-point block.

Block Mods (Fast): In response to your opponent’s attacks, you can also play as 
many Block Mods as your available Attribute points allow. Similar to Attack Mods, 
Block Mods add points to the value of a Base Block, and can only be played in 
conjunction with one or more Base Blocks. Each Block Mod card shows a numeric 
value representing the number of points of it adds to the Base Block.

Example: The Action Card “Cross Block” lists Block Mod +5. Played in conjunction with 
“Unbroken Defense”, this card adds 5 points to value of the block, for a total of 14 
points. 

Example 2: “Cross Block” (5-point Block Mod) played in conjunction with “Unbroken 
Defense” (9-point Base Block) and “Efficient Block” (4-point Base Block), equals total 
block value of 18 points.

Special Blocks (Fast): In response to your opponent’s attacks, you can also play 
Special Blocks. Special Blocks may allow you to take actions, force your opponent 
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to take actions, or otherwise affect game play. You may play Special Blocks as 
your available Attribute points allow. You must also obey any limits imposed by 
the Action Type and otherwise specified by the card. (Note that Special Blocks 
are generally Fast Action Types, so you aren’t limited to playing them only in 
response to an attack – you can play them at other times too.) 

Example: The Action Card “Distracting Smile” states, “Target discards two attack cards 
from their hand.” The opponent on whom you play this card must discard two attack 
cards (any kind of attack card, whether Base Attack, Attack Mod or Special Attack) from 
their hand.

The Attack Sequence: When your opponent plays a Base Attack against you, an 
Attack Sequence begins. The Attack Sequence includes the Base Attack and any other 
attack cards, block cards, and other cards you and opponent play in the course of 
resolving the attack. A card played during the current Attack Sequence is considered 
“Active” until the end of that Attack Sequence. Remember that Base Blocks and Block 
Mods only apply to the Attack Sequence in which they are played. If your opponent 
uses a special card to play a new Base Attack during the same Action Phase, a new 
Attack Sequence begins. Any Base Blocks and Block mods you previously played have 
no further effect on the game (remember that until cleared, these cards do continue to 
tie up the Attribute points they cost to play). You must play new Base Blocks and Block 
Mods to defend against the attack.

Playing Sets: You can play your Base Block(s) first and then play Block Mods 
separately, waiting for your opponent to respond to each action you play. Or, you can 
play your Base Block(s) and one or more Block Mods simultaneously, as a set. You can 
only play Base Blocks and Block Mods in a set of blocks; you cannot include Special 
Blocks or any other Action Cards in such a set. Like an Attack Mod, you must always play 
a Block Mod at the same time as, or after, a Base Block during a given Attack Sequence. 
A Block Mod cannot stand alone.

To Block
You opponent begins the Attack Sequence by playing a Base Attack and any Attack 
Mods. To block, select the Base Block(s) and any Block Mods you wish to play. Compare 
the total Action Cost of the cards to your Hero’s Attribute scores, to be sure you can play 
the cards. Also make sure the total value of the block equals or exceeds your opponent’s 
attack value – otherwise the attack succeeds and your opponent earns a Victory Point. 
Place the Action Cards to the right of the corresponding Attribute Card, on top of any 
cards you previously played using that Attribute. Arrange these Attribute Stacks so that 
the Action Cost of each card remains visible, and the most recently played card is on 
top. 

Announce to your opponent the total value of the block you are making. 

Your opponent may then choose to increase the attack by playing additional Attack 
Mods, Special Attacks, or other Action Cards as appropriate. You can continue to 
defend by playing more Action Cards, up to your Attribute limits. Other players can play 
appropriate Action Cards as well. The Attack Sequence continues until all players pass. 

If your total block value equals or exceeds your opponent’s total attack value, the attack 
fails. However, if your opponent’s attack value is greater than your block value, the 
attack succeeds.

Spent Attributes
The combined Action Costs of the cards you played during this duel are “spent”. They 
remain spent until you can clear some or all of them on your next turn. 
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Finishing a Turn
An Attack Sequence is finished when the player whose turn it is confirms that all players 
pass and opponents determine the success or failure of the attack. Play then proceeds to 
the left.

In some cases, the attacker may launch multiple Attack Sequences in the same Action 
Phase (remember that some special cards allow more than one Base Attack per 
Action Phase). A given Attack Sequence must complete as above before a new one is 
launched. Each new Attack Sequence proceeds and completes as above. When all Attack 
Sequences are complete, play proceeds to the left.

Contradictory Rules
If the text on a card contradicts the game rules in this booklet, the card text overrules 
the game rules. 

Creating Your Own Decks
Building Customized Heroes
Each HeroCard deck represents a full Hero, ready to be pitted in duels against other 
Heroes. Each includes three Attribute Cards and about thirty corresponding Action Cards. 
You can create your own Heroes and Action Decks as well. Here’s how:

1. Combine different Attribute Cards from different Heroes. Your custom Hero must 
always have three Attribute Cards: one Body (B), one Mind (M) and one Attribute X (X) 
card.

2. Combine different Action Cards from different Action Decks. Your custom Action Deck 
must always have at least 20 Action Cards, and may contain no more than six copies of 
the same card.

Balancing Customized Heroes
Each Attribute Card shows a hero point number in the bottom left corner of the card. 
When creating a custom Hero, add up the hero points on your three Attribute Cards. 
This is your hero point total. In general, the higher the hero point total, the more 
powerful the Hero.

For dueling to be fun for all players, Heroes must be similar in power. When using 
customized Heroes, all players in the game must agree to a maximum hero point total. 
No player may use a Hero that exceeds this limit. The standard limit for Heroes is 30 
points.

Playing Head-to-Head Duels with HeroCard
HeroCard Action Decks are designed for use with TableStar Games Board Games such 
as Galaxy, Cyberspace and many others. However, you can play head-to-head duels with 
your friends using just your HeroCard Action Decks. In head-to-head HeroCard, your 
goal is to win by earning the required number of Victory Points. You must earn three 
Victory Points in a two-player game, five in a three-player game, and seven in a four-
player game. 

Each time you successfully attack your opponent, you earn a Victory Point. A successful 
attack gains you only one Victory Point, so you must launch separate, successful attacks 
on separate turns to earn the required number of Victory Points. No matter how much 
the attack value exceeds the block value, a successful attack always gains only one 
Victory Point.
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To play direct duels, randomly determine who starts. Shuffle your decks and draw seven 
cards. Begin play, with turns proceeding in a clockwise direction. On your turn, launch 
attacks against your opponent. On your opponent’s turn, he or she does the same. 
Proceed through turns exactly as described above. Whoever earns the required Victory 
Points first, wins!

HeroCard Glossary
Action Card:  A card you play from your Hero’s Action Deck. 
Action Cost:  The number of Attribute points you must spend to play an Action Card.
Action Deck:  The collection of Action Cards you may play as a particular Hero. An 
Action Deck may not contain fewer than 20 cards, nor more than 6 of the same card.
Action Type: The rule that governs when you can play an Action Card. There are three 
Action Types: Fast, Restricted and Exclusive.
Action Phase:  Fourth phase of a turn, in which you may play Action Cards. 
Active Card:  A card played during the current Attack Sequence. 
Active Player:  The player whose turn it currently is.
Attack Card:  Any Base Attack card, Attack Mod card, or Special Attack card.
Attack Mod:  An attack card that increases the value of a Base Attack by a constant or 
variable amount.
Attack Sequence: An Attack Sequence begins when the active player plays a Base 
Attack and includes all attack cards, block cards, and other cards opponents play in the 
course of resolving the attack. The attack sequence ends when all players involved have 
passed.
Attack Value: A numerical value, shown on the face of each attack card, that 
represents the force of the attack. If you play multiple attack cards (e.g., a Base Attack 
plus one or more Attack Mods) within a single Attack Sequence, add their individual 
attack values to find the total current attack value.
Attribute Score: A numerical value, shown on the face of each Attribute Card, that 
represents the capabilities of the Hero you are playing. The three Attributes, Body 
(B), Mind (M) and X Attribute (X), correspond to that Hero’s relative strengths and 
weaknesses in those areas.
Attribute Card:  A card that shows a Hero’s Attribute score in Body, Mind, or X 
Attribute. Each Hero has three Attribute Cards.
Attribute Stack:  The cards you currently have in play that expend a given Attribute, 
placed to the right of that Attribute Card. The total Action Cost of the cards in a given 
Attribute Stack indicates how much of that Attribute is currently expended. 
Base Attack:  An attack card that initiates an attack sequence and has a constant or 
variable attack value.
Base Block:  A block card that counteracts a constant or variable amount of attack 
value.
Block Card:  Any Base Block card, Block Mod card, or Special Block card. Block cards 
counteract attack cards.
Block Mod:  A block card that increases the value of a Base Bock by  a constant or 
variable amount.
Block Value: A numerical value, shown on the face of each block card, that represents 
the force of the block. If you play multiple block cards (e.g., one or more Base Blocks 
plus Block Mods) within a single Block Sequence, add their individual block values to find 
the total current block value.
Clear Phase:  Third phase of a turn, in which you may clear up to three in-play cards.
Clear:  To place a card from your Attribute Stack into your discard stack. Usually, you 
clear during the clear phase of your turn. However, there are cards that allow you to 
clear during your action phase. Clearing a card in this way does not usually cancel the 
effect of the cleared card. However, clearing a card that affects the attack or block value 
of the current attack sequence cancels the effect of the cleared card. There are cards 
that contradict these rules; this is noted in the text of the card.
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Constant Value:  A numerical value that does not change with the current state of the 
game. A card with a constant value has a number written on it, for example, “Attack 5” 
or “Block Mod +5.”
Convert:  To alter the effect of a card to a different effect, as if the text on the card had 
been changed.
Deploy:  To place a card face-down onto the appropriate Attribute Stack. A deployed 
card immediately expends Attribute points, but does not take effect until you play it at a 
later time.
Discard Phase:  First phase of a turn, in which you may discard as many cards as you 
like.
Discard Stack:  The pile of cards onto which you place discarded cards face-up.
Discard:  To place a card from your hand face up onto your discard stack. 
Draw Phase:  Second phase of a turn, in which you may draw up to three cards.
Draw:  To take one card from the top of your Action Deck and place in your hand.
Exclusive Action:  You may play only one Exclusive action per turn, only during your 
own Action Phase.
Fast Action:  You may play as many Fast actions as you have free Attribute points for, 
during any player’s Action Phase.
Hero:  Your incarnation in the world of HeroCard, comprised of three Attribute Cards, a 
deck of 30 or more Action Cards, and in most games, one or more figurines.
In-Play Card:  A card that you have played by placing it to the right of the appropriate 
Attribute.
Purge:  To completely negate the effect of a card, as if it had never been played. You 
may only purge the last card played in the current Attack Sequence. If you purge an 
Exclusive action, it doesn’t count as the target’s Exclusive action for that turn.
Play:  To place a card face-up on the top of its appropriate Attribute Stack; the card 
takes effect immediately.
Range:  The distance between Heroes in a game. You must be in range of an opponent 
to target him or her with cards. In a basic HeroCard duel, all Heroes are in range of each 
other at all times. Other games have rules that govern whether a target is in range; 
these are described in the game’s rule booklet.
Restricted Action:  You may play as many Restricted actions as you have free 
Attribute points for, only during your own Action Phase. 
Set:  Multiple attack or block cards you play simultaneously.  A set is either an attack set 
or a block set.  An attack set may contain a base attack and/or attack mods.  A block set 
may contain any combination of base blocks and/or block mods.  Sets may only contain 
bases and mods. Special attacks and blocks, and cards that are neither attacks nor 
blocks, must always be played singly.
Special Attack:  A card that assists an attack, but does not contribute directly to the 
numerical attack value. 
Special Block:  A card that assists a block, but does not contribute directly to the 
numerical block value.
Successful Attack:  An attack whose total value exceeds the total block value played 
against it. 
Twist:  To turn a card sideways to indicate it’s under a long-term effect. Long-term 
effects vary; the effect is described by the text of the twisting card. 
Unwind:  To turn a twisted card back to its normal orientation, indicating the removal 
of a long-term effect. The conditions required to unwind a twisted card are described by 
the twisting card.
Variable Value:  A numerical value that changes with the current state of the game. 
The text of a card with a variable value describes the conditions that determine its value, 
for example, “Attack 0, plus the cost of all cards of selected Attribute in play by target.”  
Waste:  To force an opponent to play a card that then has no effect on the game. The 
player places the card onto the appropriate Attribute Stack. The wasted card expends 
Attribute points, but has no other effect on the game. If player does not have enough 
Attribute points to play the card, her or she discards it instead.
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Additional Dueling Rules for Cyberspace
Some cards in Cyberspace Action Decks have effects that require further clarification.
These effects are described below.

In Cyberspace, Restricted Action Cards and Exclusive Action Cards have 
icons to the left of the Action Type.

Selecting a Target: Select a target for the effect of the card. You may 
select any player in the game, including yourself. 

Purging a Card: Similar to clearing a card, purge removes a card from play and sends 
it to the Discard Stack, but also removes any effects the card had on the game. The card 
purged must be at the top of its Attribute Stack. If you purge a card, it is as if the card 
was never played. For example, if you purge a Base Attack, the Base Attack is cancelled 
and any Attack Modifiers played are no longer valid. If you purge a Base Attack (or any 
Exclusive action), it is as if the Exclusive action was not played – the target can then 
play another Base Attack (or another Exclusive action). 

Moving a Card: Move a card from one Attribute Stack to another. You may only move 
the top card in an Attribute Stack, and you may not move a player’s card to a different 
player’s Attribute Stack. This temporarily changes the type of Attribute Points the card 
expends. When you move the card, you free the Attribute Points originally expended 
to play the card, and expend the same number of Attribute Points in the new Attribute. 
Any effects of the moved card continue uninterrupted, and the card is still in play. There 
must be sufficient available Attribute Points in the new Attribute to play the card.

Replaying a Card: Play any card on your Attribute Stack again, as if playing a free 
copy of the card from your hand. Leave the card in place on its Attribute Stack. No 
additional Attribute points are spent. You must also obey the Action Type rules for that 
card. For example, if you have already played an Exclusive card on a given turn, you 
may not replay an Exclusive card on the same turn. For a review of Action Types, see 
the HeroCard Core Rules.

Some Action Cards affect the last card played. If you have replayed a card, consider the 
replayed card to be the last card played.

Duplicating a Base Attack: When a Base Attack is played against you, select any valid 
target of an attack. You duplicate only the Base Attack, not any associated Attack Mods. 
You do not pay the Attribute cost of the Base Attack; pay only the Attribute cost of the 
duplicating card. You can only duplicate a Base Attack played during the current Attack 
Sequence.

You must still defend against the original attack. The original Attack Sequence is 
resolved first, and then the duplicate Attack Sequence is resolved. 

During the resolution of the duplicate Attack Sequence, you are the owner of this attack, 
and you gain the benefits if the duplicate attack succeeds. You can play other Fast cards 
for which you have available Attribute points.

Twisting an Attribute: Choose one of your opponent’s Attribute to twist; your 
opponent cannot play any cards on that Attribute. When you twist an Attribute Card, 
your opponent should turn it sideways to indicate that the Attribute is disabled. Cards 
already in play on that Attribute remain in play, and any effects continue uninterrupted. 
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You may deploy Secret Cards on a twisted Attribute. However, you may not actually play 
Secret Cards on a twisted Attribute. See “Playing a Secret Card”, below.

Playing a Secret Card: Normally, you play Action Cards directly from your hand 
into your Attribute Stacks. By contrast, you “deploy” Secret Cards face down on 
the appropriate Attribute Stack, so that your opponent can not see what the card 

does. Although a Secret Card expends Attribute Points when it is deployed, it is not yet 
in-play and does not affect the game. You cannot play a Secret Card on the turn during 
which you deployed it; you must wait for a subsequent turn to do so. 

To play a Secret Card, first deploy it by placing it face down in the appropriate Attribute 
Stack (making sure you have available Attribute points). Rotate the card sideways to 
indicate that it is not available for use this turn. On the next player’s turn, rotate the 
card back to vertical (keeping it face down) to indicate that you can now play it. To play 
the card, turn the card face up in the appropriate Attribute Stack. The Secret Card now 
affects game play.

When you deploy a Secret Card, it is no longer part of your hand, but it is also not in 
play. This means it cannot be discarded, purged, or replayed. Once you actually play 
a Secret Card, it can be purged or replayed. A deployed Secret Card can be cleared. 
Remember that a deployed Secret Card expends Attribute Points, even though it is not 
yet in play. If asked, you must reveal the number of Attribute Points expended by any 
Secret Cards you have deployed. All Cyberspace Secret Cards cost four Attribute Points.

If you accidentally play a Secret Card incorrectly, either with insufficient Attribute Points 
or by using the wrong Attribute, the card has no affect on game play, and you lose the 
remainder of your turn as well as the entirety of your next turn.

Cyberspace Dueling Variants
Once you have played a few basic Cyberspace duels, you may want to try one of the 
following variants.

Fair Start: The starting player skips the Discard and Draw phases of his or her first 
turn. This variant lessens the advantage of the player who goes first.

Teams: Four players can form two two-person teams. Partners sit opposite each other, 
and their dueling scores are added together. Whichever team earns seven victory points 
first wins. Partners cannot reveal or discuss the cards in their hands, and can only state 
a preference for attacking or blocking on any given turn. Partners can not voluntarily 
attack each other.

Discard Queue: When your Action Deck runs out of cards, instead of shuffling the 
Discard pile, simply turn it over and continue drawing from the top. This variant 
emphasizes the order of discarding and clearing. 
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Cyberspace Help
Your objective is to secure a server in each complete network. You execute programs to 
manipulate your avatar pawn and the board itself. You play cards to hack an opponent, 
which lets you execute their programs.

Taking a Turn
On your turn, you have four phases:

1. Discard any cards.
2. Draw up to 3 cards (to a maximum hand of 7 cards).
3. Clear up to 3 cards, and clear all programs.
4. Perform actions. Do any of the following in any order:
 a. Play cards.
 b. Execute up to 3 programs.
Or: Bypass your action phase to reboot, where you may do any of the 

following: Remove any of your avatars; clear any top cards; discard all 
cards, and draw a full hand.

Executing Programs
Execute any combination of these programs:

Probe:  Draw a tile and attach it to cyberspace.
Spawn: If none of your avatars are on clients, then place a new 

avatar on any client in your net. If you have no avatars on 
the board, then place an avatar in any client in any net.

Login:  Move an avatar through any adjacent and empty nodes.
Link:  Place an access token on an empty port. Linked nodes are 

adjacent. 
Firewall: Place an access token on any empty connection. No player 

may login or attack through this firewall. 
Remap: Detach a pendant tile. Then you must reattach this tile to 

any valid location.

Hacking an Avatar
Target an opponent’s adjacent avatar. If you successfully attack:

1. Clear all the target’s programs.
2. Execute the target’s programs, using the target’s pieces.

Ending and Scoring
When a player empties the face-down stack of tiles, the next player starts the last 
round, which is the scoring round. At the end of your last turn, you score:

Your Net  Score
No servers  None
Each empty client 1
Closed net  + 3
Most  servers  Full
Fewer servers  Half (down)
Each idle program 1

Tie-breakers: 
1. Fewest programs executed.
2. Fewest action points spent.

No score.

No score.

Sinner scores �.

Bouncer scores �.


